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Live stream!  

 
Ms Adade and the Geography department were delighted to take their Year 9 GCSE 
students on their field trip this week. The team travelled to the river Darent and had 
lots of fun in the water whilst gaining a greater understanding of human impacts on the 
river through taking key measurements, analysing data and bringing theory to life! 
Well done all. 

 
 

Is it coming home? Monster Kickabout fun! 
 

 

 

We successfully won £1000 worth of new football 
equipment by taking part in the Monster kickabout. The 
students have loved playing football during the Monster 
Kickabout sessions and there has been a great buzz 
regarding the Euros 2020.  
 
Sports Day is coming soon! Make sure you sign up 
to events on google classroom. 

 
Mr Ronan  
Principal 
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Attendance and Punctuality 

 

Attendance Awards  
Achieved 100% Attendance:  

Best Attendance overall:   Year 7 

 

The Year group that gets the most “Best Overall Attendance” and “Best Punctuality awards”  
over this term will get 5 house points for every student. 

 

NB: Lateness to school twice in one week will account for an after school detention on 
the Friday of that week - see back page for more information. 

Failure to attend a Friday Detention may result in a Saturday Detention being given. 

Tutor Groups with  
highest attendance 

% Year Group 
Attendance 

% 

7CC 99.33% 7 97.88% 

8NC 98.67% 8 96.72% 

9WF 99.06% 9 97.66% 

10BC 98.66% 10 95.82% 

    

Overall school attendance for this week 97.03% 

ATTENDANCE MATTERS 

Last Week’s attendance 98.21% 

Faith Matters 

 
Mark 6:7-13): Instructions for Missionaries  
 
Jesus summoned the Twelve and began to send them out in pairs giving them authority over the unclean 
spirits. And he instructed them to take nothing for the journey except a staff - no bread, no haversack, no 
coppers for their purses. They were to wear sandals but, he added, “Do not take a spare tunic.” And he 
said to them, “If you enter a house anywhere, stay there until you leave the district. And if any place does 
not welcome you and people refuse to listen to you, as you walk away shake off the dust from under your 
feet as a sign to them.” So they set off to preach repentance; and they cast out many devils, and anointed 
many sick people with oil and cured them. 
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Embedding race equality survey 

 
 
https://survey.alchemer.com/s3/6254090/Lewisham-Race-Equality-Student-Survey 

Safeguarding 
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Arts & Creative Technology News 

https://survey.alchemer.com/s3/6254090/Lewisham-Race-Equality-Student-Survey
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Visual Arts & Creative Technology News 

Visual Arts & Creative Technology News 
 
Yr 9 Photography were rewarded for their hard work by taking part in a Masterclass Photography lesson 
with famous celebrity photographer Jack Alexander. Jack is well known for photographing Ed Sheran, Dua 
Lipa, Little Mix, and many more in fact when he left Bonus Pastor he was going to a photoshoot for Vogue!  
 
Jack gave a talk about working in the industry, how students could start their own business and shared 
special tips for portrait photography. Jack demonstrated his technique to our students and critiqued each 
group as they worked on photoshoots. Jack will be coming back to mark the students work and  
critique their portfolios on 12th July. Bonus Pastor would like to thank Jack Alexander for being so kind and 
generous with his time and sharing his story with our students. 
 
Mrs Raymond 
Head of Visual Arts & Creative 
Technology Department 
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IS STREET ART VANDALISM?? 
GRAFFITI IS A FORM OF ART OR A CRIME? 
BY DAMILOJU OWOLABI                       9DA  / MOR V                               DATE: 31 / 05 / 2021 

Visual Arts & Creative Technology News 

Well done to Rebecca Owolabi in 9DA who is the winner of the Street Art competition run by the Visual 
Arts and Creative Tech department. Rebecca has written as excellent article exploring the subject of  
Graffiti vs Street Art.  
Rebecca has received a certificate and a £10 Amazon voucher. Miss Thorpe 

THE EVOLUTION OF GRAFFITI AND ITS FACTS 

Graffiti first began in the late ‘60s and ‘70s as it became very popular and started forming unique styles by 
other artists in the streets and was mainly typography or painters name leaving their marks on railway 
stations, side of buildings, alleyways or subway cars but now it is used in a positive way (in legal  
situations) to send a message to audiences and express the true definitions of spreading positivity i.e.  
minimising knife crime for young people (look at the pictures below). 

 
On some occasions, graffiti is used as a sign of dedication to someone they have lost or a sign of  
oppression against crime or injustice (which is why up to this day) is still a worldwide issue. About 2,498 
reported incidents in 2017 about graffiti with a percentage up about 86% in 2013. Graffiti is what creates a 
sense of creativity and diversity for the younger audience to see, many see it as a sense of 
inspiration. But it is highly debatable contradicting the fact it is seen as a crime and illegal which brings us 
to this question that has been surfacing the UK for a while now; Is graffiti vandalism? Should it be illegal in 
the UK? Well let’s take a look! 
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WHAT’S SO GOOD ABOUT GRAFFITI? 
 

Many say graffiti is the most effective way to 
mark their name using unique and outstanding 
typography or develop their use of art being 
seen in the public eye. As we already know, it 
sends a positive outcome on the messages 
being made to help motivate and support young people, especially slogans on stopping them from  
committing crimes. Graffiti has a sense of freedom with a lot of questions that raises a few eyebrows of 
what is the concept of this unusual kind of art. It could be a way to show political statements and show 
their point of view of what they think of the government and parliament (sometimes in a negative gesture 
or it’s too controversial) but could be useful to portray a sense of propaganda sparking attention from  
citizens. Street art has an impact of appearing internationally giving cultures, gender, people of color,  
religion etc a voice of them speaking up on their behalf of justice and equality, sparking powerful  
messages across the world. 

Visual Arts & Creative Technology News 

Here’s a picture of the late George Floyd who was murdered on the 

25th May 2020 sparking worldwide protest. 

Here’s a picture of graffiti symbolising a woman holding a to-do list 

of what the world needs to improve based on women’s rights and 

needs to be done. No 1 being ‘Marriage Equality’, 2 then ‘Women’s 

rights’  etc. 

WHAT’S WRONG WITH GRAFFITI / STREET ART? 

Whereas, not many people are intrigued or interested in street art because it can be ‘inappropriate’ or 
they see it as ‘vandalism’ or ‘illegal’. For decades, people have expressed their views against graffiti,  
especially famous filmmaker David Lynch who confidently said “Graffiti to me has pretty much ruined the 
world. It’s ruined [for] the film. When you go to a place to film, everything is graffitied so if you don’t want 
it, you have to paint it out” which speaks out on his oppression of street art is ‘ruining the world’ and  
others point it out as expensive to clean out since politicians have to pay around £300,000 per year to 
remove graffiti (usually those with problematic, sensitive, illegal or ill-suited messages). Furthermore, it 
destroys someone else’s property and displays what kind of environment citizens live in. Here are some 
examples: 
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CONCLUSION: IS STREET ART VANDALISM? 
Coming into terms of street art and the messages behind it, it’s been decided that street art shouldn’t be 
identified as illegal nor vandalism because it has inspiring and positive outcomes. It always brings a very 
powerful message that sparks many audiences' attention that motivates and supports young people in 
various ways through art that is able to show raw feelings such as an old abandoned, lonely wall can be 
painted over with TLC and positivity just like how people who feel upset can be moved with the talent of 
street art and remain happy.  
 
Since we are coming to the end of this article, let’s show you some amazing and meaningful street art 
around the world: 

 

BELOW: Palmitas in Pachuca                       BELOW: JBR Dubai where                                                                    
Mexico - A town covered in                            they have placed one of their famous 
Graffiti by the Seed Crew                                 graffitis on one of the beach walks -  
                Artist unknown 

BELOW: Mural EKO TAG in Lagos,               BELOW: Street art of mural ‘BOXPARK’ 
Nigeria by Osa Seven                                      in Shoreditch, London  - Artist unknown 

Arts & Creative Technology News 

https://www.google.com/search?gs_ssp=eJzj4tDP1TcwMkupMGD04k5JLMtMUcipzEvOAABNRwce&q=david+lynch&rlz=1CATTSD_enGB896&oq=dav&aqs=chrome.2.69i59j69i57j46i67j46i67i433j46i67j0i67j69i61j69i60.2940j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
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One of our 7 Graphics classes managed to finish their main project early this term and so as an extension 
task they have been designing posters for their fast-approaching sports day. 

Arts & Creative Technology News 

Anna Slocinska 

Emilia Wroblewska 

John– Jacques 

Tunu Mpunga 
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Number Day 2021 
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Student rewards 

Well done to our year 7 students who were recognised and rewarded for their great behaviour and for 
consistent hard work in their lessons. They were rewarded with a picnic and also some students had the 
opportunity to have lunch with Mr Ronan.  
Keep on working hard year 7.  
Ms Salami 
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PE Clubs 
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Lewisham EP Connect 

Community Events 
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IAG News 
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Alumni of the week 

House News 
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Other notices 
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With the hot weather we are currently  
experiencing, can you please ensure that your child is 
coming to school with water and that they are using 
the opportunities at break and lunchtime to have a 
drink and fill up their bottles if necessary.   
 

The canteen sells a selection of drinks so that gives 
students the chance to buy a drink should they need 
it.  

Sports Day 
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 2020/2021 Term Dates 

 

Summer Term 2021 

  STAFF INSET Monday 19th April  

Tuesday 20th April - Friday 28th May  
(Half Term is from 31st May 2021 - 4th Jun 2021)  

Monday 7th June - Wednesday 21st July  

 

Term dates 


